Leisure activities in the surroundings:

in Pays de Langres

Rambling in the Source of the Marne
Signs :
Distance : 15 km
Time to walk : 3h30
By mountain bike : 2h30
Level with mountain bike : Hard
From Cohons, you will go over the cliffs to discover
the point of view which are dominant in the south of
Langres and continue in the direction of Balesmes in
order to discover the wonderfull site of the Source of
the Marne, a Cave of Sabinus and finally go back
through the national forest of Saint Geosmes.

Cohons
A village which has to be visited ...

Climbing on the cliffs of Cohons
Situated between Cohons and
Noidant-Chatenoy, it is one of the
rare interesting cliffs of the region
because of its magnitude and its
height (up to 25m).

The cliff is oriented to the South,
so it is very sunny. However at its
foot, the vegetation allows to get
out of the sun. It is well protected
from the wind and the cliff dries
exceptionally fast after the rain.
All these characteristics make of
this site an ideal place to practice
the Climbing.
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It’s an old career of Langres and
presents
huge
sections
in
limestone rock which are very
adherent or abrasive.
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From the parking, in front of the portal of the castle Silière
The current village is built on the North of the Plateau de
Langres, in the place of the collapse of the plain of the Saône, at
the head of a valley NE/SW which slopes gently toward the valley
of Vingeanne in the South of Longeau. It is in this region of
weakness and collapse that appears Cohons, located exactly on the
big fault of Longeau to Chalindrey, sharing the village in two: in the
South of the village, there are gray clays overcomed by liassic sandstones of the upper Domerian, and in its northern part, the
Toarcian clays overcomed by limestones of the lower Bajocian. A
configuration that allows the resurgence between these two layers
in the North of the village with many sources (exactly 25), which
gives to Cohons the nickname « Village of a Hundred sources » and
there is also one saying :

Cohons drinks water easily
Each house has its fountain.
The remarkable situation of this coast that dominates the collapse of the plain of the
Saône with many resurgences, have made of the edge of the plateau, an occupied place since
prehistoric times and particularly during the Neolithic, and it is an evidence as many flints were
found around the village. But it is especially the promontory fort of the Vergentière in the West of
the village, situated less than one kilometer from the high road of Agrippa ( The current RN74
undoubtedly with a protohistoric plan) and explored by Louis Lepage (1976 to 1985), which
stopped the populations of the Middle Neolithic up to the age of the Final Bronze I-IIa
(approximately from 2500 to 1150 BC). The site was occupied sporadically during Gallic times and
then by the Romans and most of the spurs of the region, as evidenced by the remains found.
Finally, the Gallo– Romans have certainly occupied the territory of Cohons, where
remains of buildings and villas have previously been recognized in several places.
Head towards the bloom Calvary, visible beyond the intersection
with the High Street.
It was erected in 1776, in honor to Claude Sautot and Marie
Minguet his wife (married on January the 20th 1761), by Nicolas
Sautot farmer and grandfather of the bridegroom, and was
blessed on June 23, 1776 by the spouses priests of SaintsGeosmes, Cohons and Heuilly-Cotton with the presence of most of
inhabitants.
Like all calvaries surrounding the old village, it is part of calvaries
that once delimited the blessed and protective space in which it
was allowed to build. By its architecture, it is representative of
the calvaries of the late 18th century in this region.
Step into “le Sentier de la Ruelle”, with green and yellow signs.

« Le Sentier de la Ruelle » (=The Path of the Alley) :
This path which once connected the episcopal district (the « Castle of the Tower ») to the
church, winds between two drystone walls covered with flat slabs, symbole of this old village
where stone and water are everywhere and mix.
Concerning the distant origins of the village, it should be noted that the name of Cohons,
like its close neighbor Heuilley-Coton (located behind the wood in the hillside on the left),
suggests a common creation of these two villages around the end of the first millenium, by a
supposed Cotto(n) ou Cot(t)inus of whom we generally ignore everything, but the tradition relates
that his castrum was built in the middle of the 9th century on the heights of the village.
However, Cohons really goes into the history only in the 12th century with a secular
seigneury already divided (sign of its age) between houses of Montsaugeon and Tilchâtel. Around
the end of the 12th century, Guy de Tilchâtel is selling all his rights and possessions to the
Chapter of Langres, which will provide in 1201 the newly founded hospital of Langres SaintLaurent on its newly acquired rights in Cohons and in Vaux-sous-Aubigny. Also, the descendants of
the house of Montsaugeon, whether lay (like Walo and Barthélémy knights of Montsaugeon in
1220), whether like canons of Langres or dean of the Chapter (like Jacques in August 1122 or
Girard in 1180), donate or establish at this place their anniversaries (or mortuary services), thus
strengthening the possessions of this same Chapter in Cohons.
In 1214, the rest of the seigneury belongs to Rainaud, knight of Cohons, brother of
Barthélémy, both sons of Marguerite of Cohons (daughter of Hugues of Montsaugeon and
Marguerite of Frolois) and Barthélémy of Nogent. Rainaud, who is married to Isabelle, daughter of
Renaud de Nogent, was named « Knight and Lord of Coun » (i.e. Cohons). The same year, he gives
the abbey Auberive the grazing right on the entire territory of Cohons and Germaines, at the
origin of the presence of Cistercians in Cohons who will also own a vineyard, and gives to the
Bishop of Langres all his goods of Montsaugeon.
After his death in 1224, his daughter Marguerite, married to Rénier of Nogent (of the
famous family of Nogent fighting against the advances of the Count of Champagne in the region),
inherited this portion of secular seigneury. Rénier rebuilt the old Donjon of the Sires of Tilchâtel
situated below the church of Cohons which he calls « the new Tower », and enlarges this fortified
house or forteritia with ditches sheltering buildings for his men of the village. But these works
exceed for one foot in the land of the Chapter ( approximately 30cm) encroaching upon the
cemetery, and therefore the rights of the canons. That’s why, in 1228, Rénier is condemned by
episcopal sentence to destroy all the works started.
From that date, the seigneury of Cohons is essentially shared between the family of
Nogent and the Chapter of Langres which has the largest part, because the abbaye of Auberive
has just some grazing rights, a vineyard and some redevances (or right to own the third of the
fruits of the land) acquired in several times between 1198 and 1274. But since 1252, the Bishop of
Langres begins to enjoy Cohons, when Vienet of Saint-Broing sells to the Bishop Guy de Rochefort
the income that he owns in Cohons and in Heuilley-Cotton, and the same year, Félicie of Cohons,
widow of Clément who once was mayor of this place, sells to the Bishop her shares of the
« moulin vicani » (in French « le moulin du doyen ») and other rights and fines.

But in July 1239, the Bishop Robert of Torote buys the biggest part of the important
seigneury of Cohons to Gauthier of Nogent. Immediately, Thibaud IV Count Palatine of the
Champagne and of Brie who has acquired the other part of the seigneury of the same Gauthier
and his family, gives the Bishop of Langres its part of the seigneury by making an exchange,
against the half of the episcopal seigneury of Montigny-le-Roi, (with rights in Bonnecourt,
Frécourt, Lavernoy and Choignes) and possessions of the Chapter in Mandres-la-Côte. The Bishop
is now the main Lord in Cohons, where he has very extensive rights.
Following a dispute concerning the tithe of Cohons in 1259, the Bishop of Langres and
religious people from Auberive get on by a transaction to share equally the Third on lands that
Evrard of Cohons had once given to Cisterians but which were exploited by the men of the Bishop.
To this end, they undertake to build, by giving the same amount of money, a barn to store the
tithe there.
The Chapter of Langres perceived only the tithes into the tithe barn (that will stay for a
long time in the middle and bellow the street Carron-Maire); he still had the appointment of the
presbytery, and owned some lands and vineyards in Soote above the village, some censives and
especially the seigneury on the locality called « Saint Julien ». Also, the treasurer of the Chapter
was sometimes called « the Lord of Cohons ».

he is the Lord, and has his own mayor. He also has some charges in taxable rating, as well as the
tithes on wines on his lands which he shared with the priest.
During the Hundred Years’ War, the fortified house of the Bishop which was occupied by
the English parti ( the « Farm of the Tower »), was taken back by people from Lanngres (called
« les Langrois ») faithful to the King, and shaved in 1432 with the fortified house of HeuilleyCotton and castles all around, leaving the village in ruins. The fortified house of the Bishop won’t
be rebuilt, it is today just an agricultural explotation with buildings reshaped several times,
without much historical interest.
In the 17th century during the Thirty Years’ War, the village still suffered of continual
incursions of the troops of Gallas, the Duke of Lorraine and their allies in the region of Langres, as
well as their usual procession of plague and famines. The passages of troops are continual: on
April 12, 1639, Croats from Jussey and Jonvelle come to plunder the suburb of Langres, burn
Champigny, plunder Heuilley-le-Grand, Piépape and Grenant, ravaging all the countryside. On
June 13, 1642, Croats and natives from « la Franche Compté » of the garnion of Gray come to
attack Longeau, and slaughter people from the surrounding villages who try to cut their pensions.
On February 11, 1643, the same ones come in Cohons and they come back in Cohons one
another time on August 27 and « they took 23 horses of this place (Cohons), which causes almost
the ruin of the village. » said one testimony from the time.

Remains of the old fortified house of the Bishop :
Thanks to this exchange, made in 1239 between the Bishop and the Count of Champagne
(that Saint-Louis in person ratifies the following year) and to his particular donations, the
seigneury of the village goes mostly to the Bishop of Langres: There is the origin of the seigneury
of the Bishop of Cohons. From then on, the Bishop settles his instruments of the power as they
are described in the den of 1334 (i.e. the inventory of his lands), and first of all a tower (or
donjon) in the literal meadow in the village, still called with a set of buildings forming a backyard,
a dovecote, barns, orchards and precints ( or manorial enclosure) contiguous, fortified houses or
hospitus. On the left, at halfway of the « Path of the Alley », you can see the current Farm called
« Ferme de la Tour », which indicates its location; the wall along the Path on your left perpetuates the remains of its precincts. The Bishop settles one more officer who is also a farmer who
takes the title of the « Mayor », in charge of 6 grounds of fee per year and the annual military
service with two horses. He build a commonplace oven (nowdays destroyed at the bottom of the
schoolyard), « if it comes to be destroyed, the inhabitants of Cohons have to restore it at their
expenses », and which firewood has to be taken in the surrounding forests from the Bishop. He
also has « a mill Dean » (mill of May) and the « mill under the pond » or « of Reverend » (called
the mill of Foulot after 1480), where inhabitants have to grind their grains beforehand dried in the
commonplace oven. If they don’t do that they can have a fine. The Bishop of Langres who was a
high upholder of the Law in Cohons had still established two other sergents in addition to the
mayor: a dean and a corvier (titles of his officers), asked to enforce his interests. He also had
considerable rights in taxable rating and land incomes, duties and rights of plows on the territory,
the fishing rights on the river, as well as rather numerous rights of users, one of which is the one
quite curious : to take the feather and linen for his « houses » in Bourg and Cohons.
At the same time, the Chapter of Langres acquires between 1245 and the 18th century
numerous lands, vineyards, meandows and « chenevières » (or plantation of hemp) for the
village. It is in Cohons the biggest property owner after the Bishop, especially concentrated on the
forest and the lands of Soot and owns the totality of the locality called « Saint Julien » of which

Finally on September 24, 1651, it is not less than four compagnies of the chevaux légers
of the royal regiment of Jersey which live in the barn of the tithes of canons and manhandle it
until destroy it.
N.B.: Chevaux légers (from French cheval—horse and léger—light) was a generic French
name for several units of light and medium cavalry.
However, the old village grouped around the church and the Saint-Marie fountain will be
reconstructed, under the administration of mayors who came from big families of Langres, such
as « les Girard », « les du Molinet » (lords of Rosoy) and « les Voinchet ». The village that had
taken some extension during the big peak of population at the end of the 16th century in the
main street of the town hall (Rue Candrée) and in the district of the castle of Silière, will see a
second important extension in 18th and 19th centuries in the low part of the village (the street
« Rue de Longeau ») in a period when the population was maximal, peaking to 590 inhabitants in
1770 and up to 680 in 1892 (against only 261 in the last inventory of 2008).
Always on the « Path of the Alley », after a stone monumental banister in a meadow on the left,
we shall notice a channel covered with big paving stones across the path, where water have
deposed in the meadow an important layer of tuffa.
Once you arrived in the village, take the street on the right.

1 The Castle « Château de la Source »
At the top of the street, before turning off to the left in
the Street « la Rue du Mont », notice at the top of the
slope slightly on the right, a big squared bourgeois house
with front steps and small windows on the roof which is
surrounded with high walls. This is a house built in 1800
by the canon Carder of Langres, who makes of this house
his secondary residence during summer time. More
known under the name of « Château de la Source », this house situated above the gardens of the
village, was successively the property of families of Langres Arnoud, Fox, Metman, before belonging to the family Clère and then to Tartarin of Cohons.
2 The lintels of the Castle
At the bottom of the street Rue du Mont, we can
notice on the left a number 6 at the bottom of a
courtyard, an old lintel, and on the other side of the
street, two other superimposed lintels. According to
tradition, they would result from the old fortified house of
the Bishop of Langres. But a date 1560 inscribed on one of
the lintels comes after the disappearance of this « castle »
in 1432, which makes the tradition unfounded.
At N°6, the lintel presents one cartouche decorated
with three twigs of oak in fruits successively put on two
leathers, with initials L and B, possible coat of arms of the
family De Darnay.
Opposite the street, we can see a badge put on a
leather which date from 1560 with initials O,M and G,B (or
the opposite), overcoming three scallops such as they are
represented for example in the coat of arms of the family
De Belmont. Close by, there is an another cartouche, with
the inscription « Dominus virtutum nobiscu(s) susceptor
noster den(is) Jaco(bus) ». This sentence, which intrigued
for a long time the researchers cames from the refrain of the psalm « God is with us » n°46(45) of
the Bible, which literally means « The Lord of powers is with us; our support, it is the god of
Jacob ».
When we look at their religious message, it seems that these lintels can result whether from the
one of the old presbytery around the church, whether from the church its self, reconstructed in
several phases after the wars of the end of the Middle-age. Its current portal is from the 17th
century.
Arrived at the crossroads, we come into a street « la Rue Joyeuse » (in English a « Joyful
Street ».) Opposite, in the hillside, we can see the former terraces of the « House of the
billliard », forming a garden which is actually in the process of being rebuilt.Notice this street
which passes between two high drystone walls surrounding the properties and covered with
lavas: the one on left is of visible stones, and the one on the right has a filler. In the first corner,
you can see large stones placed upright against the wall, which once acted as hunting wheels.

3 The « Sainte-Marie fountain »
From the 25 sources through the village, the fountain Sainte-Marie-duMont is undoubtedly the most important. But it is especially the most
visibile one thanks to its monumental fountain with oratorical form,
sheltering
an abondant source welling up at the foot of limestone
cliffs on Liassic marl. Already reported in February 1236 under the
name of « fontem qui dicitur fons sancte Marie" in a donation of the
parish priest « Mauricius » of Cohons in the Priory of Saints-Geosmes,
the Sainte-Marie fountain has always been known for the therapeutic
virtues of its water (the use of which we lost), as well as for its
preventive virtues.
Waters from the Sainte-Marie-du-Mont fountain, have once fed the
ditches of the ephemeral fortified house of Rénier de Nogent in the 13th century. Passing in the
middle of the village, these waters which have been of a practical and a playful use for all, were
for a long time a source of conflicts and trials so old as numerous, so much the water of this
fountain was desired. But being the property of all, even today, the water must be able to pass
freely, its course admitting no restraint.
The monument of the fountain, with stones of Cohons and which date from 1778
(probably a restauration), present an round arch vault under which rises water, which is going to
throw itself after collectage, in one first pond where animals came to drink, then in a bigger one
which was the « lavoir à ciel ouvert.» (a washing-place)
Above the vault, a shrine in oratorical form surmounted by a roof with two sides
surmounted by a stone cross, presents three large niches with round arch. The first one in the
center, shelters a big statue of the Virgin Mary. On its left, the
former photos show us Saint Anne’s statue carrying Marie’s
child, and on the right there is Saint Laurent, whereas we are
expected to see Saint Joseph, the set having maybe symbolized
the example of the Holy Family. The statue of Saint Laurent was
broken several decades ago, and after was replaced by a statue
of « Sacré-Coeur » which was in bronze painted with color of a
stone in the 1980s. But placed in the church, she was replaced
during the renovation of the fountain in 2000, by a copy of Saint Anne realized by the company
Grépin, stone-cutters in Cusey, on the model of an another statue of Sainte Anne which was in the
chapel with the same name in Buzon.
Finally, the old fragment of the Trinity from the 15th century arranged in the wall on the
right of the fountain, was perhaps formerly placed instead of the cross at the top that we can see
nowadays.
In 2000, the whole fountain, which have accused the weight of the years and climatic
hazards, benefited from an in-depth grooming under the operation « Pierres et Terroir ». The
whole facade of the shrine and the circumference of the washing place underwent on this
occasion a repointing in the natural hydraulic lime and a cleaning, after the removing of
pavements then payment, in order to realize a concrete support in foundation.
The whole « Sainte-Marie Fountain » of Cohons, with the fountain, the washing place and
the trough, is registered in Historical monuments since December 24, 1986.

Take the alley situated just in front of the fountain, where the drystone wall offers a beautiful
view, to go to the church.
When you are at the end of the alley, look away from the building on your right which was a
school in the 19th centuries, before being transformed into a cooperative cheese dairy in 19241975, in order to admire in the street in front of the church a small room with oven, with its old
roof still covered with lavas. Once, she was under the protection of a small statue placed in an
empty niche surmounting the lintel of the door.
4 The church « Notre-Dame-de-la-Nativité »
Badly known until now, the church of Cohons
which most probably occupies the place of the old
Merovingian oratory, only conservs from the time of its
reconstruction (by the middle of the 12th century) the
chamfered and massive square pillars of the nave,
supporting until 1744 the cross-springers of a primitive
round arched vault (disappeared after this date), while
collateral were made with boards. A capital sculpted with trepan and visible in the street « la Rue
Candrée », resulting very probably from the church, confirms this dating. Moreover, the presence
of the first known priest, Guichard from 1193 supports it.
Ravaged throughout the wars of the end of the Middle Ages, the choir was rebuilt in
rubble stones very probably during the 15th centuries on intersections of the ribs, with the whole
transept in the little striking arms, and the portal in the next century.
But the portal was rebuilt in the course of the 17th century in a gatehouse (probably
after the events of 1643), as evidenced by its classic style, with a door in round arch surmounted
by committed entablature which support two Tuscan columns, the whole surmounted by a virgin
in a mouldings niche framed by two hooks, that the priest Anatole Barrillot (1813-1817) had
brought after the Revolution. On the left of the portal, the access to attic and bells is made by an
outside turret off-work preserved without its roof of origin, sheltering spriral straircase of the
16th century, which could adjoin a portal of the same period from which probably result the
lintels seen previously.
In the 18th century, the whole church underwent big works,
under the leadership of an architect from Langres, Claude Forgeot,
serving the canons. In 1744, in the nave covered with lavas, pillars,
vault and skeleton are deposited, then pillars are raised and the vault
replaced by an another in local tuff built in round arch, but without
cross-springers; The vault of the front door is rebuilt, its leaves are
replaced, the walls are repointed and the roof of the bell tower is
redone; two years later, the walls of the choir and its outer foothills
with small rubble stones are completely reconstructed in freestones,
the vault being only strengthened.
Finally, in 1748, all the part of the pre-chorus and the
trumphal arch are reconstructed up to the entrance of the lateral
chapels, the vault is made of tuff and the whole is made whiter.

These works of total reconstruction of the church, confer
to the whole building a big harmony.
In the choir with a flat apse, the main altar in stucco with
the altar in limestone, is surmounted by a tabernacle and
by a wooden exhibition formed by an essembly of two
small statues of cherubs, of one glory and of a crown
forming canopy. The whole is framed and surmounted by
a monumental altarpiece in stucco with small columns
supervising the axial window. The whole 18th century which results from one Workshop of
Langres is classified since 1918.
Among the furnishings, we see on each side of the main altar a Virgin with a child and Saint Didier
without attributes in polychromatic wooden from the 18th century, classified in 1918; also, on a
pillar on the right in the nave we can see a copper plate (49x36cm) realized in March 1748 by
Claude Gillot engraver in Langres, commemorating the foundation made by Jean Drevon,
trader-bookseller in Langres and Anne Diderot his wife, of the exhibition and the blessing of the
« Saint Sacrement » the day of the parish celebration in Cohons.
The church of Cohons, served by the religious of the Chapter of Langres who perceived the tithe
alone, saw lots of prestigious canons as incumbents of the parish; Let us quote as example
Guichard, dean of Môge and the first parish priest known in Cohons (en 1193) ; Christophe
Roussat (1555-1575), uncle of Jehan Roussat mayor of Langres ; Jean Thabourot archidiacre of
Barrois and author of l’Orchesographie (in 1595) ; finally
Anatole Barillot, teacher then director of the big seminar
of Langres (1813-1817).
Until the 19th century, Cohons had for annex Percey-lePautel, who came to bury his deceaseds in the cemetery
by the « Path of the Dead » connecting the two municipalities.

In the cemetery on the south, notice the back cover of an old notarial house, which door
communicating with the cemetery seems to indicate the primitive presbytery.
At the beginning of the street « Rue de l’Eglise », on your right you can also notice a large
building which seems to be from the 18th century with many walled openings, and which has
also served as a presbytery at this time.
In the cemetery, you can still see behind the choir of the church, a house from the 19th century
with garden and surrounded by walls, which also communicates with the cemetary. It is the last
presbytery known in the village.
We shall continue from the church, whether by the street « la Rue Joyeuse » in the direction of
the big « Snail » (long circuit), whether by the street « la Rue de l’Eglise » to join the centre of
the village. (short circuit)

6 La Villa Soleil ( The Villa Sun) :
This pleasant house, situated above the gardens of the
village, gains her name thanks to its exceptional exposure.
The villa is completely representative of bourgeois houses
of Cohons, that the rich families have built in the 17th and
the 18th centuries, in order to come there during the time
of the grape harvests. La Villa Soleil was successively the
property of families from Langres Dury, Claudon, Commoy
before belonging actually to the family Di Stasio.

Long Circuit (optional)
5 The big « Snail » (in French « Escargot »)
Climbing at the very top of the coast, we can penetrate into
an undergrowth surrounded with walls, in which thrones a
curious construction of dry stones in the shape of truncated
cone bearing in its periphery a path in spiral forming
terraces, up to a sommitale platform. This is one of the
fifteen buildings listed at this day in the half south of the
department, formerly situated in a disappeared garden
invaded by the undergrowth.
These snails, veritable specificities of some gardens, appeared in the early 19th century
in English gardens in the region. Playful or functional purpose of the walk which allowed to
surprise the walker and to decorate his stay, they disappeared at the beginning of the 20th century when appeared the landscaped gardens much wiser.
This garden, now disappeared, came from the ancient episcopal area of Cohons,
composed of the vast forest Champ Bresson (where we are now) and that of Lahie overhanging
the village (on the other side of the road), which was sold as national Good on April the 26 1801,
at the end of the revolution.
The two buyers, Nicolas Daguin old mayor of Langres ̶ 1795-97 ̶ (Lahie for a half) and sirs
François Bertrand-Poinsot lawyer of Langres and Charles-Michel Poinsot his brother in-law (Lahie
for the other half and Champ Bresson), immediately transform their domains into English gardens,
thanks to laborers from Cohons who extract and transport the stone. In Lahie, Nicolas Daguin he
implements terraces overhanging the village, plant two magnificent cedars (pollarded during the
storm of 1999), settles stony benches, fit out the « house of the billiards » (recently disappeared)
in a crevice of the cliff, and on the edge of the plateau, realizes the smallest of all Snails which was
surrounded with a labyrinth of box tree.
In Champ Bresson, Mr. Bertrand who has soon become the only owner, made an another
English garden competing in still visible curiosities under bushes: artificial cave in loose stones,
vast paths lined with stone benches, « the house of the
billiards » (kind of game of croquet) today disappeared
in a clearing with stretch of water, and on the edge of
the plateau, one squared mastaba inspired of primitive
Pharaonic graves, as well as the most monumental of
snails in dry stones in the shape of truncated cone. All
these gardens were unique in the region and were in
the perfect concordance with the tastes of the 19th
century in the pleasure gardens of this period.
By coming down from the big Snail, pass in front of the Calvary, knocked down under the
Revolution and then rebuilt in 1826 thanks to a legacy realized on her death by Marie Anne
Henry. This Calvary is also part of all the peripheral Calvaries in the village, which once
delimited the blessed and protective space in which it was allowed to build.
By going down the street « la Rue de la Porte », on the left, we follow a long and high wall of
equipment with very regular stones which goes on Rue Joyeuse (« Joyful Street) (a street
already known under this name in 1783), framing formerly a simple vineyard which these walls

Before the intersection with the street « la Rue du Mont », notice on the right a small house
restored into a gite with its baker’s oven conserved, still covered with lavas. Behind, there was a
fertile ground where hemp was cultivate and a large number of beautiful gardens protected by
a favorable microclimate, fruits of which were once sold by women on the markets of Langres.
Gardens well exposed, still fed by skillfully channelled plentiful and crystal clear waters
springing everywhere in the village and the gardens.
We will continue to go down the street « la Rue de la Porte », the place-name of which, already
known in 1366, indicates a passage. It’s probably about the passage under the old fortified
house of the Lords from Tilchâtel, which allowed to connect the old fortified house to a
dovecote attested below the current street, in a still called place « en Chatel » in 1303.
In their continuation, notice the stone stairs from where you can see the gardens, perfectly
integrated into the walls. We join then the short circuit.
SHORT CIRCUIT
The old presbitery
By continuing by the street « la Rue de l’Eglise », we can notice on the left after the bend
with right angle, on n°4, an old building from the 16th-17th century, from where we can see
a courtyard surrounded by high stone walls covered with lavas.
Its location could be the one of the ditches of the fortified house raised in 1228 under
the church by Rénier de Nogent on the location of the tower of Tilchâtel, then immediately
destroyed by episcopal judgment. Its former name of Rue des Tournoisiens in 1491 (derived from
the old french Tornoir = tower), seems to confirm that fact.
The facade of the big building overlooking the courtyard was « replaced » in the 18th
century by an modern facade of this period, moved forward by a meter on the courtyard with
skylight of roof. We still see on the left gable, a cornice intended to protect from predators the
pigeons.
On the right, you can see a facade (which is composed of big stones) overlooking the
street with its roof in half croup. And at the floor, there are two big barns portals of which are one
in front of the other with a cellar in the back.
7

Is this house the oldest presbytery of the village? Adjacent to the cemetery , it has a door
overlooking the cemetery, and possesses a fireback with Bishop’s weapons.
From 1670, this house was owned by the family Varaigne (or Devaraignes) then Chambley and
Chauvot from Langres, before falling to the family Clère from Cohons, and the last occupant is
Marie-Louise, widow of Ferdinand.

By continuing to go down the street « la Rue de l’Eglise » and following the beautiful mineral
properties, we can perceive, the Castle of Silière and its green setting.
At the end of this same street, take the stone straircase on the right in order to go down the
street « la Rue Candrée »: it is the main street which is illuminated because exposed South-East
(of the latin « candor »= clarity ), still called « Rue Candrey » in 1584.
Pass in front of the town hall-school which shelters a school since the beginning of the 20th
century. Previously, the seigneurial oven was situated In the bass part of the courtyard of the
school. Opposite, on the other side of the street, a modest fountain reveals the flow of water of
the fountain Sainte-Marie.

9

The street « Rue de Longeau » (optional)
This street is representative of the villages of the
Montagne de Langres, with houses with facades exposed
on S-E. Houses, usually composed of an modest part to
live and a barn according to one repeating model, are
typical ones of laborers of the village.

Nevertheless, some houses break this « rule », where
stables remain nevertheless very rare: there is for example at the n°8 wine grower’s house with
an semi-circular arch, and then there is a small skylight.

8 The old house of Solicitors
Just before the monumental portal of the old house of Solicitors at n°5, you can see a gable
from the 16th-17th century, presenting an entrance of a waisted barn and a typical skylight of
that time.
From the street, through the portal, we can perceive the inner courtyard and on the right
we can see the entrances of the press, the barn and the stable. Surmounting the courtyard in
continuation of these outbuildings, we can see on a stone terrace with an embedded privative
fountain, a living place, which also formerly served as office of the Solicitors.
This house formerly belonged to several solicitors, among whom the last one, François
Chareton, royal solicitor is well known, before falling to Jean-Louis Jourdheuil. Since there, it
remained in the same family.
The street « la Rue Candrée » is composed especially of houses with inner courtyard overlooking
the street. It’s a plan usually met in the region of Aube and Lorraine, but less frequent in this
region.
On all the stone facades, we can see overflowing stones, called « pierres-passantes » or
« boutisses ». They guarantee the solidity and longevity of the whole construction.
Down the street « la Rue Candrée », on your right, you can see the Calvary leaned on an old
bourgeois house, which was erected in the second half of the 18th century by Nicolas Perrier
and Anne Déchanet (married on November 27, 1745), and restored in year 10 (1800-1801) by
Nicolas Chareton. It is also part of all peripheral Calvaries in the village, which once delimited
the blessed and protective space in which it was allowed to build, at the time when the district
of the bishop like the street « Rue de Longeau » weren’t built yet.
Then, move either towards Longeau (optional) or
towards the episcopal district by the street « Rue du
Mont Choiseul . »

This street parallel to the river, surmounts the old mills of the village: the old mill of the
« Chapter », actually the mill Charton below the entry of the street. But also the two mills of the
bishop of Langres: moulin du mai (mill of May) on the other extremity of the street (from old
french maix) and outside of the village halway on the road to Longeau, the mill of Foultot formerly
preceded by a pond.
Take the street « la Rue du Mont Choiseul » (In Latin « caseola » = small housers) up to the memorial, and then turn right on the street « Rue Jean Garnier » (benefactor of the municipality).
Stop in front of the house n°4 which has a large facade with large windows with small stone
floors: This is Diderot’s House or « La maison de Diderot ».
10 La maison Diderot (Diderot’s House)
This bourgeois house already known in the 17th century
in the street « Rue de la Mocquerie », (today Rue Jean
Garnier), shelters a fireplace of the same period? Its decorated coat is approximately two meters high.
This house was bought in 1705 by the culter from Langres
Didier Diderot, father of Denis (the encyclopaedist),
Denise and Didier-Pierre (canon and then famous
archdeacon). On the death of the culter in 1759, the
house will remain undivided between his three children, but was mostly the residence of the
canon Didier-Pierre, who made a small lateral chapel in 1777 in order to celebrate the mass with
his ecclesiastical friends who were of passage there, and for the inhabitants of the district who
were far from the parish church. Today, there remains only the building, transformed into cellar
and after into a shed. In fact, Denis Diderot came rarely to Cohons, in
this house he familiarly called « my cottage » (ma chaumière in french)
and that he described with an affectionate exaggeration, of « the
storeroom of our grape harvests and attic of our harvests ». But
regularly it was sent him « wine, vegetables and pheasants » from this
little family estate of Cohons.
On the death of Denis in 1784 and of the canon in 1787, the
house fells to Angélique, daughter of Denis Diderot, married to
Caroillon de Vandeul. Then, it successively passed to families Drevon
(related to Diderot), then to Simon and finally Emery and Nicar de
Langres.

11 House of the end of the 15th century
We just know a few things about the history of this
house, which is representative of the construction of this
district during the 16th and the 17th century, which will
come to complete the construction of the Castle of
Sillière. Notice its lintel particularly decorated in the style
of the 15th century, with an (empty) niche reported
above, and the tradition claims that it probably came from
the demolition of the « Château de la Tour » or the fortified house of the bishop.
After the n°9 at the end of the street, take the path on the left along the old hemp fields and
gardens, to join the parking of the castle of Sillière or « Château de Sillière ».
12 The garden and the castle of Silière

The whole is especially remarkable by its garden « à la
française », developed in the late 17th century, that the
legend (also applicable to that of Prangey) claims to have
been designed by Le Nôtre or one of his pupils ! In the
17th century, one entered the property by coming from
Langres by the top of the garden. Here is the description
of 1684 : It’s a place « decorated with fountains,
espaliers, climbing vines; on the right a parc, on the left
an orchard and the castle in the background; the
arrangement is so beautiful as by opening the door, we can discover all the depth of this
beautiful stay and an infinity of water which spring from the groundwater up to the yard with
various manners, where the art joined to the nature finds of what to satisfy the curiosity … The
garden has dissimilar beauties: somes are natural, others artificial. The canal that runs along the
middle of the aisle, interspersed with waterfalls made of so nice varieties that we can’t leave it to
visit the other beautiful alleys, caves, cabinets, flower beds and other canals of a so lively water
that we can discover until the background. »

This pleasant domain of three hectares with just one
room enclosed by high walls is situated in the locality
Sillière (from latin Salinaria = marshy place > « en
Salieres » in 1247). It seems to be conceived in 1659 by
Nicolas Méat, councillor in the bailiwick and presidial of
Langres, related to Hubert Méat, lawyer and mayor of
Langres in 1657, Lord of Pisseloup.
There is a facade of the castle overlooking the garden with two wings on each side and a
large garden ordered (said « French garden» « à la française ») rising in the hillside. This domain,
that the legend claims to have served as residence to Cardinal de la Luzerne, bishop of Langres,
has however always been private. After belonged for a long time to the family Méat, it was the
property of families from Langres such as Le Picard-De Novilliers, then Le Picard-d’Ascourd, then
in 1783 François le Febvre lawyer at the Parliament and Mr. Dhouzet. In 1812, it falls to François
Bertrand (brother of the sculptor from Langres Antoine-Henri Bertrand), then to his daughter Zilia,
wife of Pierre Jacquinot lawyer in Langres, and finally to Marie Jacquinot his granddaughter, who
married Nicolas-Augustin Massin de Pressigny, an imperial prosecutor. The domain falls then
successively to Etienne Massin, Jacques Massin, and finally to Pierre and Christiane Massin who
maintained it with passion since 1972, before transmitting it to their daughter in 2012.

This garden has suffered a lot from the Revolution like from the last war, after which
statues had to be recalibrated and charms replanted. Pierre Massin who maintained with lots of
passion and happiness this multi-secular garden, and who have entered his family in1812, saw
through the ornamentation of the Greek mythological statuary, « an accompanying to a highly
symbolic way to the light » in a progressive rise to the statue of the Roi-soleil.
But this domain, reorganized after the Revolution, will be still decorated after 1874 by
Nicolas-Augustin Massin, with ancient statues near the pools, including the marble ones which
comes from Langres. Also, without anticipating the original arrangements, we would rather see in
the message delivered primitively by the garden, an allegory of the victory of the light over evil,
corresponding better to the sense of the visit of origin through the top.
This domain registered in Historical monuments, is opened to visitors during the
« Appointment to gardens » or in French « Rendez-vous aux jardins » ( the 1st Sunday of June),
as well as some weekends in Summer. For further informations, contact the Tourism Office of
Langres.

